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“‘m
oney makes the world go round,” 
goes the refrain of a song from the 
1972 musical movie Cabaret. Just 
as this was true for Sally Bowles, 

the character played by Liza Minnelli, it is also true for 
the many industries that rely heavily on bank financing. 
These include the global diamond industry, especially, the 
narrow-margined manufacturing sector of the business. 

Despite a long history of close cooperation, it often seems 
that the diamond industry and its banking partners 
are at odds with each other. On one side, diamantaires 
regularly request more financing at lower cost, while 
on the other side, bankers specializing in the industry 
feel that traders are living in the past. In the financiers’ 
opinion, the diamond sector does not understand that 
conditions that once existed are now gone and that new 
realities demand a more measured approach. 

Talking to both sides – traders and bankers – reveals 
that the heavy dependency on financing is creating a 
certain level of unease among traders. Some are even 
expressing bitterness towards the banks. Bankers, a far 
more reserved crowd by nature, are viewing many of 
their clients with a combination of criticism over the way 
many companies are operating and hope that diamond 
firms will adopt new corporate standards. 

Every banker we spoke to is in agreement on two 
matters: change is needed, mostly in terms of corporate 
transparency, and there is actually too much financing, 
especially when it comes to the Indian banks.
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What WaS iS gone
With a history of some 150 years, the diamond industry 
could not have come into existence without the support of 
bankers. The first wide-scale diamond mine, Kimberley in 
South Africa, was dug by small operators working on small 
claims. As basic as their tools may seem to us today, many 
of the early miners depended on bank loans to pay for their 
licenses and equipment. 

When Barney Barnato (born Barnet Isaacs, one of the 
entrepreneurs who gained control of diamond mining and 
later gold mining in South Africa) and Cecil Rhodes started 
to buy up and consolidate these claims in the 1870s, once 
again, the backing of the banks was needed – and provided. 
Funding furnished by investment banking firm NM 
Rothschild & Sons Limited in 1887 financed the formation 
of De Beers a year later.

In 1917, when Ernest Oppenheimer founded mining giant 
Anglo American plc, he did it with financing from J.P. 
Morgan, and it was bank financing that allowed 
him to take over De Beers in 1927. 

Until today, polishing factory expansion, rough 
diamond purchases, exploration, loose diamond 
wholesaling and jewelry manufacturing require 
bank credit and loans. This is not unusual or 
unique to the diamond and jewelry industry. 
On the contrary, it is our deposits and savings 
with banks that are used to finance the global 
economy – from heavy industries and hi-tech to 
mortgages and consumer credit. Bank financing 
is what fuels economic growth through the 
development of new infrastructure and facilities 
around the world. 

In this context, the diamond industry is a 
small one. Its few dozen billions of dollars in 
annual business are tiny next to the $1.2 trillion 
textile industry, and represent but a miniscule 
percentage of the $70 trillion global economy. 
Partially because of this, only a few banks bother 
to specialize in diamonds. 
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More importantly, 
in a world seeking 

greater transparency, a 
growing understanding 

of how borrowers 
do business and the 
desire to seek safer 

investments, banks are 
becoming less inclined 

to take risks with a 
sector that is considered 

somewhat opaque

More importantly, in a world seeking greater transparency, 
a growing understanding of how borrowers do business and 

the desire to seek safer investments, banks are 
becoming less inclined to take risks with a sector 
that is considered somewhat opaque.

It used to be that diamond banking was based on 
several basic assumptions. Prices of rough were 
stable, De Beers regulated the market and a smartly 
managed operation met its obligations. When a 
business failed, indebted colleagues would support 
it and allow it to keep operating to ensure its debts 
were paid. This may be an oversimplification of the 
proverbial “good old days,” but in many ways, trust 
played a key role in keeping the industry going. 
Bankers knew their clients and financed them 
based on personal judgment. 

Today, in the post 2008-2009 financial crash era, 
heavy documentation of a business’ dealings is 
needed to a much larger degree, and the ratio 
between borrowing and assets is much more 
conservative. As one banker put it, “It’s no longer 
their reputation that is on the line; now it is ours.”  

Given this heritage, many diamond traders persist 
in expecting change to be minimal and, therefore, 
consider the need to adapt to be almost negligible. 
This stands in direct contrast to how bankers 

view changes in their own world and the legal issues that 
accompany the evolving landscape. 

According to Shlomo Mosseri, first senior vice president at 
Bank Leumi USA in New York City, the financial landscape 
has changed completely. “What was is gone,” he says. “The 
regulation today is merciless, but diamond traders are living 
in denial.” Mosseri thinks that substantial change is needed. 
He says that banks are subject to tighter regulation and are 
therefore more cautious about providing financing to any 
companies they do not know enough about. 
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a neW LeveL oF  

tranSparency iS  

neeDeD 
In many ways, transparency is the name of the game. “The 
financial reports [that diamond firms submit to the bank] 
are not worth anything,” said one banker, who requested 
anonymity. While he did not want to hurt his bank’s 
relationships with its diamond customers, he bluntly said that 
“an educational process is needed.” 

At the heart of these new demands are the Basel II and 
Basel III regulations. These are a set of banking regulations 
drafted by the Basel Committee on Bank Supervision, which 
regulates finance and banking internationally. 

Investopedia describes Basel III with great clarity: “Basel III 
is part of the continuous effort made by the Basel Committee 
on Banking Supervision to enhance the banking regulatory 
framework. It builds on the Basel I and Basel II documents, 
and seeks to improve the banking sector’s ability to deal with 
financial and economic stress, improve risk management and 
strengthen the banks’ transparency. A focus of Basel III is to 

foster greater 
resilience at the 
individual bank 
level in order to 
reduce the risk 
of system wide 
shocks.”

The 2008 credit 
crisis provided 
the final push 
to draft the 
Basel accords, 
with Basel III 
being the third 
accord. Banks are 
now required to 
maintain proper 

Rough-diamond demand, 2008-2023, 2012 prices, US$ billions

Global rough-diamond demand in value terms is expected to grow at a 
compound annual rate of 4.2% to 6.4%
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Diamond players across the value chain enjoy different margins and face different challenges
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leverage ratios and meet certain capital requirements. For 
many banks, especially those that provide financing to the 
global diamond trade, the Basel accords are a game changer. 
The accords set a timeline for minimum liquidity coverage 
ratio (LCR), minimum equity and capital conservation 
buffers, as well as minimum total capital. 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision states that, 
“The LCR is an essential component of the Basel III reforms, 
which are global regulatory standards on bank capital 
adequacy and liquidity endorsed by the G20 Leaders.”

Clearly, with the global banking system today required 
to have greater liquidity ratios than before and greater 
transparency, it is in turn demanding that its clients be 
more liquid and transparent as well. 

According to Pierre De Bosscher, CEO and chairman 
of the executive committee at Antwerp Diamond Bank 
(ADB), Basel II and III have created a burden on all 
industries, not just the diamond industry. He says the 
accords are forcing banks to look closer at the risk 
profile of companies, giving it greater weight when 
they consider providing financing. As a result, financing 
goes to those companies that meet the new, higher 
standards. These include full, consolidated financial 
reports with increased 25-30 percent solvencies, for 
example, in contrast with much lower solvency ratios of 
10-15 percent a decade ago.

Diamond firms now need to prove that they can meet 
this level of liquidity, and doing so requires greater 
transparency. One way in which this can be seen is in the 
structure of the firm in question, which banks examine 
before providing financing. Some diamond firms have a very 
complicated structure, with a number of their companies 
registered in tax haven countries. Banks, De Bosscher says, 
prefer a simpler corporate structure, where the flow of 
money is clear and understood. “We want to see where the 
financing goes.”

“The [diamond] industry is lagging behind other industries 
when it concerns corporate culture and transparency,” says 
Erik Jens, CEO of ABN AMRO’s International Diamond 
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global banking 
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to have greater 

liquidity ratios than 
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& Jewelry Group, the leading provider of financing to the 
industry.  “Also the risk factor is higher and the returns are 
too low,” he adds. The risks are higher because of the low 
transparency levels, and the returns are lower because of 
the ratio between the high capital expenditure and the low 
margins. This situation may become even worse. Jens sees 
margins narrowing further and profits shrinking with them.

Bosscher would also like to see greater compliance on the 
part of diamond firms, with higher standards of regulation, 
corporate governance and more transparency. 

Jens stresses this point repeatedly. “We do not provide asset-
based financing. It is short-term trade finance facilities,” he 
says. “Transparency is key. Therefore, companies need to have 
the right auditors, good corporate structure and governance, 
the right invoicing and payment practices, good world class 
administrative systems and so on.”

Some companies, he says, are already doing this. “They are 
acting as large diamond and jewelry corporations, not as 
diamond companies.” 

In answer to the question of whether all companies, including 
small- and medium-sized enterprises can do this, he replies 
that it needs to be “in the DNA” of the company. “It is 
expensive, but with greater efficiencies, this is possible.” An 
example Jens provides as a way of reducing cost is shared 
manufacturing facilities. “Why do manufacturers need such 
large factories? They can share and outsource [part of ] their 
production.”

There is a good reason for this call for greater transparency 
although diamond traders do not always accept it. Traders 
provide regular monthly or quarterly reports to their lenders. 
These reports include a list of debtors, creditors and detailed 
inventory make up. With such an intimate knowledge of 
operations and financials, diamond traders feel that they 
already disclose plenty of information. So why are banks 
insisting on even more openness? 

From a banking management standpoint, the diamond 
industry does not have a good reputation. The diamond sector 
is considered higher risk in the eyes of banks when compared 
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to other industries. The issues include anti-money laundering 
(AML) principles, the degree of disclosure and even the advent 
of lab-made diamonds. With the greater demands imposed by 
Basel III, why would a bank want to risk its own standing if it 
can finance industries with better reputations?

“The whole economy is going through huge changes, 
not just diamonds. The entire economy is, and this 
impacts on how we work as banks,” Jens explains. 
“There is a huge deleveraging. It is happening 
everywhere, and the industry, including the banks, has 
to rethink the model completely.”

Over the years, bankers have run into several issues 
with a number of diamond firms. Among these are 
companies that filed bankruptcies and businesses 
that made sure their debts to the industry were small, 
leaving the majority of their debts owed to the banks. 
At times, banks looked closely at how their clients 
operated and saw that something shady, if not outright 
illegal, was going on. In those cases, the clients were 
discreetly asked to pay off their debts and end their 
business with the bank. These cases are not widely 
known, so it is unclear how many times they took place, 
but the aftertaste clearly lingers, and banks are operating to 
minimize their exposure to such instances in the future.

One case that did grab headlines was that of ABN AMRO 
and Arjav in December 2012. Arjav had a credit facility with 
ABN AMRO that was agreed upon in 2009, re-negotiated 
in 2011 and again in 2012. In 2012, Arjav and its principal, 
Ashit Mehta, reportedly had a credit facility of $215 million. 
Among the terms of the facility were demands that Arjav hire 
a chief financial officer and that it submit detailed monthly 
lists on all financed receivables. 

At the end of 2011, the group’s global debts were in the $800 
million range with a turnover of $900 million, according to 
industry analyst Chaim Even-Zohar. The 2012 negotiations, 
which ended with goods being sealed by the court at ABN’s 
request and Arjav suing the bank in response, included a 
request for an independent business review. It seems that the 
continued lack of a CFO bothered ABN. A bank source, 
speaking on condition of anonymity, stressed that the review 

At times, banks looked 
closely at how their 
clients operated and 
saw that something 

shady, if not outright 
illegal, was going on
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was not an audit. This was the main point of 
contention. The bank insisted on the review, and 
Arjav refused, claiming that no other diamond firm 
was being asked to submit to such a procedure.

When ABN asked to seal Arjav’s diamond stocks in 
December 2012, it was responding to the failure of 
a company that reportedly owed it $154 million to 
become more transparent.

Regardless of the outcome of the ABN-Arjav 
confrontation, the moral of the story is that the 
rules of the game have changed. Banks simply will 
no longer finance non-transparent businesses.

“All we asked for is more transparency,” an 
ABN source told IDEX Online at the time. To 
him, it was a simple matter. The banking world 
has changed in the decade since 9/11, and the 
minimum level of disclosure is much higher today 
than it was back then. 

When IDEX Online first reported the story, we 
wrote: “If the industry’s leading bank is willing 
to close such a major account [$215 million in 
financing], clearly smaller firms should take note. This cannot 
be stated more clearly: Independent business reviews will 
become a standard component of future credit agreements.” 
Clients that do not meet the transparency requirements will 
find it difficult, if not impossible to get bank financing. No 
doubt, this is a new way of doing business with banks, and the 
diamond industry, like it or not, is required to adapt.

It is important to stress that we are talking reputation, not 
an indictment against the industry as a whole or traders as 
individuals. Yet consider the following: a couple of years ago 
a banker revealed that his bank had earmarked a certain sum 
of money for financing diamond firms. The bank and his 
division had scrutinized applications and provided financing 
only to those companies that met their high disclosure and 
corporate governance standards, as the bank required. Because 
many companies did not meet those standards, his division 
did not fully utilize the allocated financing during that year.

Clients that do not 
meet the transparency 

requirements will 
find it difficult, if 

not impossible to get 
bank financing. No 
doubt, this is a new 
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with banks, and the 
diamond industry, 

like it or not, is 
required to adapt
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As the year came to a close, the bank once again considered 
how much to earmark to each of the sectors it was involved 
with and decided to decrease the allocation to the diamond 
sector, based on the past year’s experience. This tale is not just 
about reduced financing, but also about how the industry is 
missing out because many companies do not meet the newer, 
more stringent standards. 

hoW to aDapt
De Bosscher and Jens say, and many others agree, that the 
diamond industry is overleveraged. The simplest way to view 
the economics of a diamond manufacturer is this: Rough 
diamonds are bought for cash, that is, an immediate outlay. It 
takes a number of months, usually around four or five, until 
the rough is sorted, polished and sorted again as polished 
before being sent to labs for certification. In the meantime, all 
overhead costs, such as machinery maintenance, energy costs, 
insurance and property taxes, as well as labor costs are paid 
every month, in cash. 

Certification can take between 10 working days and 
two months, and only then are the goods 
sold to jewelry manufacturers, retailers and 
other diamond traders. Credit terms in this 
stage are anywhere between 30 and 90 days. 
Manufacturers do not see their expenditure 
repaid for five or six months and sometimes as 
long as eight months after their initial purchase. 
To allow this scenario to work, manufacturers 
need financing, and this financing is what allows 
them to pay everyone throughout the process. 

Compounding this hardship, manufacturers are 
facing rising rough diamond prices and stable-
to-shrinking polished diamond prices. 

No wonder they want greater financing. And no 
wonder banks are increasingly cautious, looking 
deeper into diamond companies’ financials. They 
see that the mid-section of the diamond pipeline 
is squeezed in this economic model. 
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“The quest for more money comes from a need to increase 
volumes,” says Jens. The need for higher volume is a result 
of lower margins. “But there is too much money, which is 
causing rough prices to be high, while profitability is down. 
Financing needs to be down too,” Jens continues. 

“Don’t forget the huge overhang in polished goods. Let’s 
focus on those and also the end consumer, who is buying the 
product, and start from there to rethink and reengineer the 
value chain.” 

This needs to be explained. Owing to low margins, the 
diamond business is mostly a game of volume. The banks are 
worried that additional financing will be used to pay for rough 

Rough-diamond demand, 2008-2023, 2012 prices, US$ billions

Global rough-diamond demand in value terms is expected to grow at a 
compound annual rate of 4.2% to 6.4%
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Diamond players across the value chain enjoy different margins and face different challenges
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diamonds, for which there is alwas strong competition to 
obtain. The race after rough diamonds drives up their prices. 

Altering this model requires changes to the financial flow 
structure of companies at both ends of the diamond pipeline 
– mining companies and retailers. But will miners be willing 
to sell rough diamonds on credit? That is hard to imagine. 
The chances are better that manufacturers will shorten credit 
terms to retailers. In fact, this process occurred in 2008, with 
companies providing much shorter credit lines to their clients. 
However, this is slowly returning to longer credit periods.

There is another option – reducing the price of rough 
diamonds. A number of banks have decided – or are 
considering taking steps– to reduce their financing of rough 
diamond purchases. They can do this in specific places, such 
as in financing Sightholders’ purchases from De Beers. This 
is a new approach on the part of the banks, and bankers are 
hesitant to discuss this publically. Nevertheless, it seems 
that at least three important banks, including ABN and 
ADB, will in one way or another try to limit rough diamond 
purchases from the main producers in a drive to lower rough 
diamond prices.

However, this is only short-term relief. Structural changes, 
in the form of consolidation, are the option bankers prefer, 
especially if this includes going public. There are only a few 
public diamond companies in the industry’s mid-section, 
and one of the advantages they have is access to other 
sources of funding. 

Banks see that only a few companies meet the compliance 
and disclosure levels that make it easier for them to provide 
financing, not to mention increasing that financing. These 
companies are typically vertically integrated and audited 
on a quarterly basis by securitized standards. This is what 
banks want to see in their clients. Such firms carry another 
advantage – size. Larger firms have the advantage of scale, 
which reduces their costs. 

Leumi’s Mosseri sees another driver for consolidation: 
fragmentation. “The market is much more fragmented,” he 
says, meaning not only that there are too many traders in the 
market, but also that a company needs to supply more types 
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of goods to many stores in different geographic markets. 
To meet this need, diamond firms have to maintain a large 
inventory, which requires more financing. To compete in 
such an environment, one that requires heavy auditing, large 
inventories and a broad spectrum of operations, size and 
financing is required.

a matter oF coSt?
“We are providing you with greater financing, so you can 
finance smaller firms,” said the CEO of a bank, according 
to a De Beers Sightholder. This statement encompasses a 
number of the issues that the diamond industry is facing. 
First, and not so obvious to outside observers, diamond 
firms in the mid-section of the industry have been forced 
to become financing bodies of downstream operations, as 
the economic structure we described earlier shows. It has 
become the expectation of the banks, at least in this case, 
that this trickle-down system continues. Of course, it is not 
a viable economic model. 

The statement also discloses banks’ preferences for working 
with larger companies rather than with smaller or mid-
size firms. According to more than one research study into 
banking profits, however, many small operations have proven 
to be more profitable for banks than bigger ones, which 
raises the question of why there is this preference towards the 
bigger firms. 

Basel III, once again, is part of the answer. The increase in 
regulation has led to an increase in personnel. The banks are 
hiring more people to deal with the increased bureaucracy, 
according to Mosseri and De Bosscher. “Because of the bank’s 
higher costs – due to regulatory requirements that also mean 
a bigger workforce – it’s less worthwhile to finance small 
companies, and that leads to consolidation,” says Mosseri.

It is not known how much a customer truly costs a bank, or 
even how much more it is costing with the new regulations. 
Banks are keeping their costs cards close to the chest. 
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annuaL Financing 

$15 BiLLion
The level of financing of the global diamond industry 
is estimated by the bankers we spoke to at about $15-
$16 billion. This includes most of the diamond pipeline, 
from mining and exploration efforts through polishing 
to wholesaling and at least part of diamond jewelry 
manufacturing. 

India is by far the largest lending center, using about 
$7-$8 billion in credit and financing facilities according 
to one estimate, and about $5-$6 billion according 
to another. India is also where most of the growth in 
financing is taking place, mainly because of the expansion 
of the Indian sector of the trade and the large number of 
banks involved in the diamond industry there. One of the 
bankers we spoke with pegged it at 55-60 banks. 

With the exception of Botswana, the new home of De 
Beers’ sorting and selling operations, India is probably the 
country with the largest growth in diamond operations.

There is a lot of grumbling in the diamond centers about 
the financing that Indian firms enjoy, with a desire to 
see banks in other centers provide similar financing. In fact, 
the financing that diamond firms in India benefit from is 
different in many ways to the kind of financing that traders 
and manufacturers in Belgium or Israel receive. 

While in Belgium and Israel traders deal mainly with banks 
that specialize in, or even deal nearly exclusively with, the 
diamond industry and receive financing on the merits of 
their business and abilities, in India, the government is 
behind the financing.

Some years ago, the government of India decided to 
encourage exports from the country - not just of polished 
diamonds, but of all goods, including textiles, petroleum 
products, software and much more. It passed a law requiring 
Indian banks to earmark a percentage of their credit to 
finance exporters. This financing is available at a reduced 
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rate and in US dollars. Inevitably, some of 
the Indian banks chose to support diamond 
exports. 

While in India most of the financing is against 
exports, in Antwerp, financing provides 
working capital and asset-backed inventories 
(such as financing rough purchases at De 
Beers Sights), yet most of the financing, nearly 
80 percent of it, is against receivables, which 
is estimated by Antwerp’s bankers at about 
$1 billion annually. Financing provided in 
Antwerp to diamond firms is about $2-$3.5 
billion, according to estimates.

The country that seems to be in the toughest 
predicament is Israel. Not only are fewer 
banks financing the local industry (see the 
following section “Some are Leaving, Others 
Joining”), the center that once used to be the 
world’s largest exporter of polished diamonds 
is suffering from shrinking activities and a 
decrease in manufacturing. On top of this, 
a series of crackdowns by the tax authority 
and police investigations into financial crimes 
have caused traders from other centers to 
decrease their dealings with Ramat Gan.

Not only are the Israeli traders suffering from a decline, 
the cost of financing and banking activities is rising. Banks 
in Israel are generally expensive. Israeli banks have a wide 
range of additional sources of revenues from their business 
(and private) clients, mainly from activities in the accounts. 
This is proving to be a very lucrative source of revenue for 
the Israeli banks, namely Bank Igud (Union Bank) and IDB/
Discount Bank. These additional revenues include export fees 
and check deposits that, according to one banker, are a huge 
source of income. He emphasized the word “huge” more than 
once in our discussion.

Generally, most of the financing in the US is against sales, 
with less than a third of the financing against inventory. 
This was one of the lessons of the 2008-2009 financial crash. 
With the value of inventory declining, banks found that they 
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had less collateral by value against the money they supplied. 
That required firms and firm owners to provide banks with 
additional collateral, repay some of their debts, or reduce their 
credit. There was a positive outcome to this crunch. The level 
of debt decreased, and with it, the associated costs.

There is little if any asset pledged as collateral as part of 
many financing agreements. However, a personal guarantee 
by company owners or a corporate guarantee exists nearly 
without exception. This personal guarantee, which is 
unlimited, means that in case of a default, the bank will go 
after the personal assets of the guarantor or guarantors.

From a bank’s perspective, sales invoices 
are the collateral they are working with; 
financing is provided against sales. 
This is typical trade finance: revolving 
credit, short-term, uncommitted and 
self-liquidating. In this context, self-
liquidating means that the financing 
is not a loan with monthly payment 
terms, but credit that is used to buy 
rough and finance the manufacturing 
phase and certification up until the 
diamond is sold and an invoice is 
issued. This is a lot for the bank to 
track, hence, the high cost of financing.

Some are 

Leaving, 

otherS 

Joining
With so many bankers talking about their 
rising costs, reputational issues and even a 
shrinking diamond sector, some banks are 
looking to end their association with the 
diamond industry and to stop supplying 
it with credit, loans and other financing. 
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In Israel, Bank Leumi has made that decision and will 
no longer service the Israeli diamond sector. 

However, the bank will not end its activities in the 
US, where Bank Leumi USA continues to work with 
the diamond and jewelry sector. 

Standard Charter Bank is a relatively new player 
in the arena. According to some traders, Standard’s 
entrance into the market infused some $500 million 
in 2011, which is viewed today to be partially 
responsible for the runaway prices in the first 
half of that year. Those higher prices proved to be 
unsustainable and in August 2011, prices of polished 
diamonds declined sharply. Today, the bank is 
supplying an estimated $1.5-$1.6 billion in financing. 

Standard is aiming to supply firms with vertical 
financing – everything a company needs from buying 
rough, through manufacturing to jewelry making. 
The idea is to consolidate tracking of a diamond 
group’s dealings, even if it goes through multiple 
companies in the group. Bankers feel that this is a 
wise model, particularly if they are the sole financing 
supplier. This will prevent, to some degree, money 
from “leaking” into other operations and will give 

the banks a better understanding of a firm’s operations and 
financial health. Diamond traders, of course, see this idea 
differently. To them, such a demand from banks means they 
are digging too deeply into their own pockets and creating 
excessive dependency on a single source of financing. 

Not leaving the industry, but possibly facing major changes 
is Antwerp Diamond Bank (ADB). The bank, owned by the 
KBC banking group, has been on the block for several years. 
KBC itself is rumored to be for sale, and apparently, it wants 
to find a buyer for ADB beforehand.

Over the past couple of years, a number of serious inquiries 
have been made and talk in the banking community is that a 
fund headquartered in the Persian Gulf almost bought ADB 
recently. Why the deal, and others, never materialized is 
unknown. What is important to keep in mind in this context 
is that a buyer may want to shift the focus of the bank to 

With so many 
bankers talking about 
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other industries or initiate other changes that may influence 
the banks’ financing of the diamond sector.

Contrary to the diamond industry’s desire to see an 
increase in financing, the banks want to decrease the 
financing. According to Jens, “There is too much financing 
and not enough banks. But to bring in more banks, more 
transparency, more corporate culture and DNA is needed. It’s 
a magical circle, no?”  

Until more banks come in and relieve the pressure, ABN is 
reducing its exposure. Although Jens did not want to state by 
how much or at what rate, it is reasonable to expect a possible 
reduction of $2-$3 billion in the overall financing of the 
diamond industry over the next few years.

are there  

aLternative  

SourceS oF  

Financing????
In the past five years, following the 2008-2009 financial 
crash and credit crisis, financial institutions of all kinds – 
investment firms, funds and banks – have played with the 
idea of investing in diamonds. Most of the 
ideas, in one form or another, considered 
purchasing diamonds and holding them 
as a hedge against other investments, such 
as the stock market. Diamond prices are 
uncorrelated to other leading indicators 
and are fairly stable, which makes them an 
interesting option for investment.

In the five years that have passed and in 
spite of the many initiatives that have been 
considered, very little has actually happened 
in terms of major investment by financial 
institutions in diamonds. The idea is still 
alive and some initiatives, such as IndexIQ’s 
diamond fund, are still being worked on. 

There is too much financing 
and not enough banks. But 

to bring in more banks, more 
transparency, more corporate 
culture and DNA is needed. 

It’s a magical circle, no?
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(Currently IndexIQ is awaiting 
the approval of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission in the US). 

Whatever form such a future 
initiative may take, the industry will 
be able to benefit from the infusion 
of cash that it will bring. In the 
case of an Exchange Traded Fund 
(ETF), such as those that IndexIQ 
and GemShare are proposing, a 
large quantity of diamonds will be 
purchased. This in itself will provide 
a shot of money into the industry. 
As long as diamonds continue to 
be bought (and sold) within the 
fairly narrow definition of goods 
the ETFs plan to work with, and 
large investment houses buy the 
ETFs’ shares, money will keep 
flowing into the diamond industry 
from financial institutions. This 
should expand the current scope of 
diamond clients. 

De Bosscher, whose Antwerp 
Diamond Bank at some point 
seriously considered introducing a 
diamond fund, believes that only 

an ETF format of commoditization is a viable one. He voiced 
one concern about the idea. “The biggest danger is if prices 
decline and then investors will start to dump goods [onto the 
market].” This is a concern shared by many in the diamond 
market. Because this market is fairly small, which helped it 
weather the 2008 crash, ther are fears that a large off-loading 
of polished diamonds onto it during a period of price declines 
would result in further price declines and an exasperated 
hardship on traders. No one wants to see the value of their 
inventory declining because of jittery financial analysts on 
Wall Street. 

“I love every initiative that encourages transparency,” Jens 
states, “Funds will bring more liquidity to the market, but 
price volatility will increase, which is okay, not necessarily 
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bad, provided the sector can develop instruments with which 
one can hedge certain volatility.”

Investment in diamonds does not have to be limited to 
polished diamonds. De Bosscher says that although he has 
not seen yet any funds that are a success, a rough diamond 
futures market is an option, based on sealed De Beers boxes 
to ensure consistency. 

He also did not rule out a futures market for polished, which 
in his opinion is an interesting option. The catch is how 
investors will know the prices of diamonds. 

Jens agrees, saying that with a known price of diamonds, a 
futures market would be possible and would allow traders to 
hedge as well as increase liquidity. 

In the case of gold or other commodities, the price is set and 
settled openly and daily at various exchanges, such as at the 
commodity exchange in Chicago. This brings us right back 
to the issue of transparency again. In a transparent market, 
the price of diamonds, especially polished ones, is known 
and public. 

To issue a publically known price of polished diamonds 
that would allow a futures market for them, a spot price is 
needed. This price represents how much a polished diamond 
of a specific category (4Cs, a certain gemological laboratory 
certificate, cut grade, etc.) is sold for cash payment on any 
given day. It, in turn, requires a trading platform such as the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange to generate this data daily. 

De Bosscher and Jens do not say it, but a level of transparency 
of this kind does not currently exist. One initiative that is 
actively promoting this effort is IDEX Online’s Guaranteed 
Diamond Transactions™ (GDT™). Currently, the platform 
generates spot market prices precisely of the kind the bankers 
are asking for, however the company is not publishing this 
data yet. IDEX Online does supply the market with extensive 
asking price data used, among others, to create the IDEX 
Online Polished Diamond Price Index, and the IDEX Online 
Price Report.

Mosseri is less optimistic about the possibility of introducing 
diamond funds or a futures market. “Diamonds are not like 
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a gold nugget, and commoditization is not 
possible,” he says. “[Diamonds] are intended 
for trading and beauty, not for being kept 
inside a vault.” 

Asked what message he would like the 
diamond industry to hear from its bankers, 
Jens concludes, “There is too much leverage, 
too much is paid for rough, those firms that 
become corporate are preferred, and that is 
key. It is the responsibility of all to adopt 
new standards.” 

BankS are the 

neW market 

cuStoDianS
Sometimes banks are not just a diamond 
trader’s best friend; in at least one instance 
they have also been lifesavers. A case in 
point was when the banks, in responding 
to the high rough prices to which many 
diamond manufacturers succumbed against 
their better judgment, helped out the 
industry by reducing the financing of rough 
goods. 

Since the beginning of this year, rough 
diamond prices have risen to outrageous 
heights. De Beers increased prices by 6 
percent with many of the other diamond 
miners also increasing rough prices in this 

period. At the same time, polished diamond prices remained 
largely flat, rising by about 1.5 percent from January to June. 

In a market where manufacturing margins are in the low 
single digits, (3-4 percent at best), the difference between 
the quickly rising rough diamond prices and the almost-
flat polished diamond prices is the difference between low 
profitability and no profitability.
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According to multiple opinions, De Beers’ CEO 
Philippe Mellier feels that as long as Sightholders are 
willing to pay the price, complaints that prices are too 
high are just idle chatter – after all, they keep buying. 

According to one source, Mellier told a Sightholder 
who complained about high prices that he should 
leave the goods on the table because there are always 
at least two or three others who would be willing to 
take them. 

If the De Beers CEO feels that in such a situation – 
one in which goods are left on the table because current 
prices are too high – a seasoned and carefully selected 
client should lose its Sight, then there is a fundamental 
breakdown in the long-term relationship between the 
industry’s largest supplier by value and its clients. 

This needs some explanation: Sightholders are 
concerned that if they turn down items, they risk 
losing their Sight. Therefore, they may buy goods, even 
though it may not be an economically sound decision, 
just to prevent a negative effect on their supply down 
the line. Others buy pricy goods and attempt to 
receive them in the future in the hope that they will 
become more economical. For them, the purchase is an 
investment not a vote of confidence in the price.

the neW  

cuStoDianS? take 

action on  

manuFacturerS’  

BehaLF
Just a little bit more history. In October 2008, at the 
outbreak of the global economic meltdown, individual Indian 
manufacturers did not want to harm their positions by telling 
the DTC that they could not buy their allocations. Rather 
than being singled out, they enlisted the Indian industry 
umbrella organization, the Gem and Jewellery Export 
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Promotion Council, which acted as a representative 
of the Indian industry, and declared a ban on rough 
diamond imports in November of that year. In this 
way, no single company stood out as a naysayer. 

This situation, in which clients of the large miners 
want to turn down goods but feel that they are 
unable to do so for their own security, has returned. 
This time around, however, the issue is the 
imbalance between rough and polished prices. 

Enter the banks. These institutions, already worried 
about their clients’ low profitability, decided to 
take action and limited traders’ access to rough 
diamonds by reducing collateral base financing for 
rough diamond purchases. What this means, in 
simple terms, is that they are providing less money 
with which to buy rough.

ABN AMRO, the industry’s leading financing 
bank, informed at least some of its clients that it is 
reducing purchase financing to 70–80 percent and 
might even tighten other terms and conditions going 
forward. ADB is also interested in reducing collateral 
base financing for rough diamond purchases. And 
the State Bank of India (SBI) announced on August 
21 that it had stopped financing purchases.

 “As a bank, our biggest concern is indeed the 
lack of profitability of the 
midstream companies that 
we are financing. And it 
is not our goal to finance 
our future NPAs [Non-
Performing Assets],” a 
banker wrote recently in an 
email. 

Given the situation, banks 
are now being increasingly 
picky not just about who 
gets loans, but also the 
reason for the loans in a bid 
to decrease their exposure. 

This situation, in which clients of the large 
miners want to turn down goods but feel 

that they are unable to do so for their own 
security, has returned. This time around, 

however, the issue is the imbalance between 
rough and polished prices 
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Are banks the new custodians of the diamond market? It 
certainly appears that they have taken over De Beers’ old role. 
At the very least, they are doing the industry a big favor by 
“forcing” the manufacturers’ hand to limit purchases, which is 
also a de facto vote of no confidence in the miners’ approach 
to price-hiking policies. 

price  reDuctionS 

aheaD?
At any rate, it seems that this message is beginning to be 
received at De Beers – albeit very slowly. At the Sight in late 
August, right after the banks started to take these steps, the 
prices of about two-thirds of the boxes were reduced, some by 
as much as 5 percent. Overall, however, the decline was a very 
low 1-2 percent, less than what manufacturers need to get 
back to business, although it is a step in the right direction.

It remains to be seen if prices are further reduced, how long 
they will be lowered and if Alrosa will follow De Beers’ lead. 
For now, the industry should count its blessings; thank the 
banks for being the responsible adults in the current situation, 
and take advantage of the window of opportunity to cool 
down rough purchases. 

a Look aheaD
The diamond industry is in flux. The changes seem to be 
increasing and the once easygoing industry is now seeing 
major changes occurring. Basel II and III, as mentioned 
above, are among them, as is the drive to form new financial 
funds and ETFs that are based on diamonds. All of these, in 
turn, call for greater transparency in a number of ways, most 
notably in corporate reports and prices.

There is another change that all bankers we spoke with 
felt necessary to mention: The move of De Beers’ sales 
department to Botswana and changes in the prominence of 
some of the diamond centers because of this move.

De Beers’ sorting center has already moved from London to 
Gaborone, the capital of Botswana, and the sales department 
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is busy with the final stages of moving. After more than 100 
years of Sights taking place in London, the first international 
Sight to be held in Gaborone is scheduled to take place in 
November.

One of Antwerp’s advantages is its relatively close 
proximity to London. The move to Africa is expected to 
have a negative impact on the Belgian diamond center. 
How big a change is of course difficult to predict, but 
the bankers agree that some decline will take place. The 
sentiment was similar for the Israeli diamond center in 
Ramat Gan, which saw its international trade decline in 
the years following the 2008 crash.

These centers will need to find ways to re-invent themselves 
and develop new business. As mentioned already, Bank 
Leumi in Israel no longer plans to finance diamond firms. 
Should a further decline in the Israeli center take place, would 
it mean that Union Bank, the country’s leading diamond-
financing bank, would also decrease its involvement with the 
industry? If so, would this situation give rise to new banks to 
seize the opportunity and enter the arena?

While these two centers are facing growing challenges, in 
the United Arab Emirates, a new center is rising and seizing 
opportunities. Activity at the Dubai Diamond Exchange 
(DDE) is turning the tiny country into a sizable player, at 
times at the expense of the other centers. Here, too, new 
banks have a chance to enter the diamond industry and 
supply additional funds. 

More than anything else, the few diamond financing banks 
are interested in seeing more banks enter the game. From 
their perspective, there is too much financing and not enough 
banks. They want to see their large dependency on a single 
industry decrease, and the industry can only benefit from 
the competition they may enjoy if they have more banks to 
choose from.

The caveat – it is not enough to have rising centers to create 
new opportunities for banks. Better reporting standards, a 
better reputation and larger profits are needed to attract more 
banks. The road to that destination is currently being paved. 
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